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Welcome!

The workbook is divided into two parts (three if you count the bonus!) - together they’ll
turn you into a productivity powerhouse!

Part One will help you understand the three critical things you must have in order to make
progress on the truly important stuff in your life - aka your goals!

If you are feeling foggy and can’t quite articulate what your goals are, then definitely start
with Part One. The questions will guide you through a clarification process to help you
identify your priorities. You’ll also gain insight into how you might limit yourself or otherwise
impede yourself from actually getting things done (we all, unwittingly or not, practice a little
self-sabotage).

Part Two will help you easily plan your day so you actually get the important stuff done.
You’ll be introduced to the Daily Focus List - it’s incredibly simple and extremely effective.

To support you further, there is a bonus section! It will help you overcome the overwhelm
that so often accompanies getting real work done on our priorities. Getting started is
always the hardest part, right? And the thing that makes it so difficult is figuring out where
to start. The bonus section will eliminate that challenge! I’ve included the Break It Down,
Make Doable Goal Planning Worksheet. It’s a simple tool that will help you clarify just
what needs to happen to reach your goal.
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{Here’s a quick overview about this guide and workbook}



Part One
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Clarity creates focus.

Focus leads to strategy.

Strategy drives action.

Action delivers results.



Creating Clarity & Finding Focus

● I'm exhausted at the end of the day, but I feel like I have nothing to show for it.
● I'm so busy, but I don't feel productive.
● Everyday feels full, but not in a good way.

These are sentiments I hear on a regular basis. People are working hard, putting in a ton of
effort, but they’re not making headway on anything truly important.

As unfortunate as that is, it makes sense.That’s because unless we're being truly deliberate
and acting with intention it's all too easy to succumb to life's false sense of urgency.

That's not a flaw or shortcoming in any of us though - we're actually hard wired to give our
attention to the urgent. And in this fast paced age almost everything seems urgent, so we
spend most of our time in rapid response mode.

When we do that, our tendency is to back burner our goals and shelve our dreams. And
because our goals and dreams don't have a sense of urgency attached to them, it's ever so
easy to do. We tell ourselves we’ll get to them when things slow down and there’s more
time. In the moment it seems like a perfectly reasonable plan.

But it’s not, because ‘more time’ is never going to magically show up – there is a fixed
amount every day and that's all there ever will be.
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{It’s not you, it’s a wiring thing.}

Have you ever seen a
unicorn in real life?

‘More time’ is just as mythical -
it doesn’t exist in the world we live in.



Creating Clarity & Finding Focus

So if you don’t want your dreams to whither away, if you want to actually reach your goals,
you must make them a priority – that means they come first.

I realize that what I'm suggesting is somewhat counter to what we've been conditioned to
as womem - that is to put others first and take care of everyone else before we even think
about taking care of ourselves.

Here's the kicker – when we do that we usually wind up feeling depleted, if not resentful.

Now don't worry, I'm not advocating for a hundred and eighty degree correction and saying
we should become completely selfish. Far from from it. I’m simply suggesting we get smart
and realize that our needs and wants are just as important as the needs of those we love.

If that still feels selfish, remember this:

When we take time to work on our own goals, we actually model a healthier
kind of behavior than when we don't– we actually empower those around us

to act in the same way.

And who doesn’t want to model healthy behavior for those we have influence over? It’s a
gift we can give, and one that will keep on giving.
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{Why treating yourself right benefits those you love .}

Give yourself a gift, and
those around you too…..

Work on your goals!



So, are you ready to change the status quo and make progress on the important things?
To get from yes to success, there are three key things you must do.

First, you have to get crystal clear on what your priorities are. And that’s exactly what
this workbook is going to help you do. You’ll clarify your long term goals and determine
what you need to be focusing on right now in order to reach them. You’ll see the course of
your future with 20/20 vision!

Second, you have to start saying no to distractions and potential limiting behavior.
This often means giving up immediate gratification for long term satisfaction. For example
it may mean you have to say no the things that are momentarily fun or diverting – like
catching up on Netflix or scrolling through your Facebook feed.

It’s never easy to say no to trivial diversions, but the truth is that every time we say yes to
something that is not a priority, we are saying NO to something that is. We may not be
doing it intentionally, but the truth remains - at a decision point we made a choice that
wasn’t in our own best interest and we can’t get that time back.

There’s a quote from Johann Wolfgang von Goethe that nails this idea...

Creating Clarity & Finding Focus
{Tradeoffs will be required.}
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“Things which matter most must never be

at the mercy of things which matter least.”



The bottom line is clear - if we want to realize our goals we have to make them a priority.

And there is only one way to be make sure that happens, which bring us to the third thing:

We must schedule time for them.

Treat that time as an important appointment (because it is - your future is at stake). And
then keep that appointment! I'm absolutely serious about this. The reason people never
make headway on the truly important things is because they fail to make them a serious
priority – instead they to ‘hope’ to find time. And since hope is not a reliable strategy (it’s
more like an anti-strategy), they are destined to live with disappointment.

I would challenge you to block out 15 minutes each day to work on your goals. I'm not
asking or even suggesting you block out more. Just 15 minutes.

Why 15? It's small enough to be totally doable and long enough for you to actually make
progress. Really. It’s a tried and true method for practically painless, positive progress.

Creating Clarity & Finding Focus
{Time is precious, invest it wisely.}
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People often ask me if time is like money. The short answer is it is and it isn’t.
We can’t save time and bank it for later use the same way we can save money,
once it’s gone, it’s gone. But we can invest time in a way that returns real value,

and scheduling time for the important things is a sure fire way to do that!

Let’s put it in perspective: 15 minutes = 1/96  of your day.

Just 1/96 - that’s definitely doable, right?



The next section will take you through a series of questions that will help you clarify your
priortities. You can print the pages or you can fill them in electronically and save the file. You
can go back and re-use it as many times as you like - it’s fully editable. To get started, just
click your cursor in a field and start typing.

To get the most out of this exercise, it’s really  importan is to answer the questions honestly.
I say that because I know it’s tempting to answer how we think we ‘should’, but shoulds
never serve us well. It’s got to be about you, not others!

When you’re done with the questions you should have a very clear idea about what you
need to be focusing on to create the kind of life you want.

Then you can move onto Part Two, where you’ll see how to give your day extreme focus.
End result: You’ll walk away from this workbook fully prepared to make the most of every
day! No more letting the little stuff take precendence over the big stuff.

Bottom line....Get ready to get stuff done!

Creating Clarity & Finding Focus
{Time is precious, invest it wisely.}
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How we spend our days
is, of course, how we

spend our lives.

~ Annie Dillard



What are your overarching goals for the next chapter of your life?

If you’re foggy and not quite sure, try this: Focus out 3 to 5 years. What would you like your life to
look and feel like? What do you want to be experiencing? How do you want to be living?

Give some thought to the various areas of your life - home, health, spirituality, career, relationships,
family, finances and fun - what will they ideally look like? If you’ve never really thought about your
life like this, use the next four pages to make some notes before you continue here.

Taking a future forward look will help you see where you need to be focusing your energy now in
order to bring that vision to life.

For example, if your future dream is filled with images of opening a business, then that tells you
that you need to focus on laying the groundwork for that life now - you may need start creating a
business plan, gain marketing skills and  learn about tax law.

If your vision involves spending time traveling with friends, then that suggests you need to focus on
keeping those relationships healthy and strong. You’ll also want to start budgeting for that goal.

I encourage you to stretch yourself and really think about what you’d like to achieve. You are
capable of much, much more than you might think (we all are!) so dream big!
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Home
What does home look and feel like? Think about physical attributes, as well as how daily
life flows. For example: Is it easy to clean? Does it feel organized? Can you entertain with
ease? Does it feel like a haven, protecting you from the chaos of the outside world?
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Health
What is the state of your health? Think about your physical health, as well as your mental
health. What kinds of activities are you engaging in? Yoga? Tennis? Walking? What are
your eating habits like? How do you handle stress? What age do you feel?

{Notes about what I want.}



Family
What is your family life like? Is it harmonious? Do you share good times together? Do
responsibilities feel fairly distributed? Do you feel at peace? Are you managing challenging
dynamics with ease? Do you feel your voice is heard?
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Spirituality
Feel free to interpret spirituality any which way you want. What I’m really getting at is the state of
your inner being. Do you feel in alignment with your values? Are you honoring your core beliefs?
Do you feel good about the choices you make? Are you nourishing your soul?

{Notes about what I want.}



Career
You can interpret career in a way that makes sense for your situation. The essence of this question
is are you happy with how you spend your efforts on a daily basis, it doesn’t necessarily have to
relate to a paying job. Do you feel fulfilled? Is it challenging enough? It is rewarding?
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Relationships
Do you have the kinds of relationships you need and/or desire? The kind that support you in your
personal and professional growth? Think about friends, mentors, colleagues, caregivers, educators
and advisers of all kinds. Do they feel egalitarian? Do they feel balanced? Do they feel safe?

{Notes about what I want.}



Finances
How does your financial situation feel? Are you making progress toward goals? Do you feel in
control of your spending? Are you pleased with the way you allocate your resources? Are you able
invest in yourself? Have you dealt with any financial demons you might have had?
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Fun
Last, but definitely not least, fun! Are you having any? Are you able to kick back and relax without
guilt? Do enjoy daily belly laughs? Can you play like a child, uninhibited and free? I hope so! But
even if that’s not your thing, finding time for fun, whatever that looks like to you, is so important!

{Notes about what I want.}



Based on your overarching goals, what would you consider your top 3 priorities for
the coming year?

Not sure? Ask yourself this question: If I’m going to realize my dreams and live a better life, which
are the ‘nonnegotiable, must make progress on’ items?

You may need to put on your project management hat here. Because that’s what big goals are -
they are long term projects which get divided into many smaller goals. There is almost always an
order in which things must be done if you are going to progress smoothly. So what comes first?

For example, if your overarching goal was to get an advanced degree within the next five years,
then your priorities for this year might be researching and choosing potential programs, along with
working on application materials.

Maybe you have an overarching goal to get organized and clear the clutter from your life (trust that
this is multi year effort for most people). This year, your priorities might be decluttering your main
living spaces and creating some supportive systems to keep clutter in check.

Clarifying your priorities will show you exactly where you need to focus your efforts.
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How have you been limiting yourself? And what can you do to remove those limits?

Without even realizing it we limit ourselves. So the goal of the question is to help you analyze and
identify where you might be unintentionally creating blocks. And then to help you brainstorm
solutions. Write down both the limit and possible ways you might remove those limits.

It may be that you are prone to procrastinating. And that habit limits your ability to reach goals.

It may be you’re a perfectionist and that limits your ability to get started because you’re afraid it
won’t be good enough.

Or maybe you’re like me and you’re an information junkie - you need to know all your options
before you can even come close to deciding on a course of action.

Perhaps you are always hyper-competitive. At first blush that suggests that you’re driven to
succeed, and that’s a good thing, right? But if you’re always worried about being the best, you
could be so focused on outcomes that you can’t ever really relax. In my book, that is a HUGE limit!

It might be that you’re always running late. That creates stress and anxiety. It also limits you by
creating the risk of being viewed as inconsiderate, disorganized or uncaring.

You may limit yourself through self sabotage - loads of ways to do that! But one of the cruelest is
by never giving yourself ‘me time’. When you don’t give yourself time to recharge, you limit your
ability to be your best self.

Now it’s your turn, list your limiting ways below and feel free to ask for help if you’re struggling with
identifying solutions!  We tend to see problems more easily than solutions.
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What lesser value activities have been distracting you from focusing on higher value
activities?

In business there is something called the opportunity cost and that’s really what I you’re looking for
here. Every activity (including non-action) has an associated cost. Your job is to choose the
activities that provide the greatest return and the most benefit. In order to do that you have to be
clear on what you want for an outcome.

For example, procrastinating on a project has a return that allows you to avoid the discomfort of
starting and you might use that time to watch TV or surf the web (that’s the benefit). But it also has
a cost - you don’t make progress toward your goal.

If you didn’t procrastinate you would make progress and feel good about yourself (the benefit), but
you would have the cost of missing a program or feeling out of touch with what’s happening online.

Only you can decide which time investment is more rewarding in any given situation. The thing that
matters most is that you choose from a place of awareness with deliberate intention.
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Where do you need to re-examine and reset expectations?

As you can see from the work you’ve just done, you can’t keep the status quo in place and expect
that you can also create positive change. Trade offs will have to happen.

So which expectations will you have to reset in order to simplify life and reach your goals?

Here’s an example from my own life: Years ago I thought it was terribly important that my home be
perfectly kept all the time. This meant that there was never any dust and everything was as neat as
a pin (freakishly so!). I was trying to keep the space magazine perfect, and I did. But at a huge cost
- it took so much time that I never made headway on my goals and I never really got to relax.

I was seriously limiting myself and I wasn’t getting a rewarding return on my time investment.

I got over that slowly, but surely. I had to reset my expectations about what was acceptable for my
home to  look like. Now it’s still quite tidy, but it’s no longer close to picture perfect. Dust doesn’t
send me over the edge and deep cleanings happen only (gasp!) once a year.

One more confession. For years I was a mad crazy volunteer - if someone asked me to do
something, I did it. I took on too many obligations. But at the time I thought that’s what ‘good
people’ did, and I wanted to be a good person.

Again, I was seriously limiting myself and I was not getting a return on my investment. My own
work was being back burnered and that was anything but positive. I gave up socializing and I
almost gave up sleeping. It took getting gravely ill for me to realize I was causing real harm to
myself.  Fixing that required some major expectation resetting. Both with myself and with others. I
had to pull back and say no. Now I only do skills based volunteering and only when I truly have
time available. That’s the sweet spot.
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Now you know what needs to change to move forward and make progress. Focus
forward again, it’s three years out, how will you feel if you don’t act on what you
know? How will you feel if you’re essentially in the same place, older but still stuck
in your rut?

It’s still three years out, but you have acted and you have progressed. Goals are
being realized, life is simpler and more rewarding. How do you imagine will you feel?

Now let’s shorten that time frame up….what do you want to feel in 6 months? In one
month? Next week? That feeling, whatever it is, starts with how you act today.
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Part Two
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“A goal without a
plan is just a wish.”

~ Antoine de Saint-Exupéry
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What do we want? We want to feel satisfied with our accomplishments at the end of every
day. It’s not too much to ask and it’s not too much to expect.

But it can feel that way.

Especially since we are hard wired to give our attention to external triggers. It's a type of
vicious, self perpetuating cycle. And that's because we actually get a psychological reward
when we're running around responding to urgent things –  and our psyche doesn't care if
they're important things or not, the feedback loop is the same. We get a bit of rush.

But what if we were winning at making progress toward our dream life instead? What if we
were getting things of consequence done? How much more rewarding would that be? In a
word: Exponentially. And that’s because even though we get a rush when we respond to
the all the ‘action needed now’ triggers, we know we haven’t lived up to our potential.

Happily, there is a tool that can help us make real progress. It's the old fashioned list. Why
would I push the list? Because science tells us it works. We can only hold about 4 things in
our mind at a time, but because we have more than 4 things we need to remember we're
forever juggling competing thoughts – trying not to forget anything. Getting stuff on a list
frees your mind from all that distraction, which means you can focus on being in the
moment.

There is  a caveat though. In order to really harness the full power of lists you've got to put
thought into crafting them. They’ve got to be organized in manner that makes sense. And
they have to be actionable. The Daily Focus List is both.

The Daily Focus List
{Let’s get stuff done!}
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The Daily Focus List is not your typical to do list. It is designed to give you a very narrow
focus so you can get the important stuff done and avoid overwhelm.

Too often when we create our daily to-do list we're really just doing a brain dump – we
write down everything without doing any triage, without thinking through if it's realistic or
not. And at the end of the day we feel defeated because there are still so many things on
the list.

That kind of to-do list is really more of a distraction than a productivity tool, because each
time we look at it we're reminded of all the other things we've yet to get to.

The tool I want you to use lays out six tasks in total.

One is a goal related task – that is a task to help you move closer to one of the goals you
identified as a priority in Part One of this workbook.

There are two mission critical tasks. Mission critical tasks are deliberately chosen because
of their importance. Only you can define what is important in your life. You may choose to
include additional goal related tasks here. You might include work related tasks. Or maybe
it’s family or home related, like making reservations for upcoming travel or updating your
insurance policy to reflect home improvements.

And there are three maintenance tasks. These are the smaller things that keep home fires
burning, the things that must be done in order to keep everything running smoothly. Of
course they are important, but they are the smaller things that we usually need to do on a
repeated basis. Things like oil changes, bill paying, yardwork and housekeeping fall in this
category.

The Daily Focus List
{Let’s get stuff done!}

1 Goal
Related Task

2 Mission
Critical Tasks

3 Maintenance
Tasks
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A list like this helps you prioritize what needs to happen. It give you laser focus. And at the
end of the day you will feel productive and satisfied that you used your time well.

To get the most out this you'll take 5 minutes the night before to craft your list. When you
wake up you won't be wondering what to do first, you will know exactly. We waste loads of
time trying to figure out first steps – a list like this stops that behavior cold.

I’ve provided two version of the Daily Focus List - one with the day of the week named and
one without.

You'll notice I've included two supporting worksheets. These are planning sheets to help
you get a handle on your upcoming week. I suggest people take 10 minutes on Sunday
evening to plan things out and get clear on the big picture.

The first supporting worksheet is titled the Sacred Seven. That will help you plan out your
goal related tasks. Remember, if you want to reach those goals, you have to make them a
priority. That is why they get the top place on your daily focus list. (Nudge, nudge: A few
pages back, I challenged you to create daily 15 minute appointments with yourself for that
purpose.)

I’ve  also included a ‘What I know I need to do’ list. That's so you can brainstorm and
capture what needs to get done during the upcoming week. You can pull tasks from here
onto your daily list into the mission critical and maintanence categories.

If you practice using this process you will see a difference. You will get stuff done! And not
just any stuff - the important stuff that helps you create a more satsifying life.

The Daily Focus List
{Let’s get stuff done!}
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A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

Two Mission Critical Tasks - These are important, and possibly urgent.

Three Maintenance Tasks - These are small but important,  and you can do them with relative ease.

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling

Daily Focus

Date:

One Vision Related Task - Gets you closer to living your ideal life, it’s one of your Sacred Seven.



Daily Focus

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Monday

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Tuesday

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Wednesday

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Thursday

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Friday

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Saturday

Date:

A

B1

C1

B2

C2

C3

One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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Sunday
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One Vision Related Task

Two Mission Critical Tasks

Three Maintenance Tasks

Notes * Brilliant Ideas * To-Do Tomorrow * Doodling
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The Sacred Seven
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What I know I need to do this week.



Bonus!
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{Clear your clutter...
...find your HAPPY!

{

Organizing

Break It
Down and
Make It
Doable!
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...find your HAPPY!

{

Organizing

It can feel super challenging to figure what needs to be done next when when it comes to
a goal. To eliminate that overwhelm, I give you.....

The Break It Down, Make It Doable Goal Setting Worksheet.

It’s an incredibly simple tool that will help you break your big goal down into sub goals, and
then bite sized tasks that you can act on without having to process what it is you need to
do.

In other words, the action you need to take will be obvious, making it perfect for adding to
your Sacred Seven List and moving on to your Daily Focus List.

Here’s a example of how it works....

Big Goal: Declutter and Organize My House

Sub-goal: Declutter my closet
Task 1: Toss all tattered and worn clothing
Task 2: Sort to find questionable clothing
Task 3: Try on the questionable garmets
Task 4: Donate those I won’t keep
Task 5: Sort non clothing items
Task 6: Decide which to keep, donate and toss
Task 7: Donate and toss the losers

You can see the sub-goal was very specific, it was to declutter to the closet. We didn’t
focus on any organizational aspects even though our goal indicates we want to organize
as well. That would be another sub-goal. Each task is also very specific. So specific, that
it’s a single action. It’s something that you can look at and know immediately what you
need to do!

Bonus Goal Setting Worksheet
{Let’s make it doable!}

CLARITY LEADS TO STRATEGY. STRATEGY LEADS TO ACTION.
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{

Organizing
Bonus Goal Setting Worksheet

{Let’s make it doable!}

Did you know evidence tells us that those who have clarity about why they want the
goal and hold the belief they can actually reach the goal are exponentially more likely

to be successful? The worksheet will help you capture these two things in detail.

Did you know that those who write down their goals down are exponentially more likely
to reach their goals? And those that write them down and review them are even more

likely to reach them? The stats are truly compelling. Flip the page to see. I have no
doubt that after a gander, you’ll want to take advantage of this bonus section for sure!

You’ll see there are three copies, with space for seven sub goals on each and forty-nine
tasks. Like the other worksheets, this is typable and editable - you can fill it all in
electronically and save it (just remember to hit save or save as to rename it!). You can
also go old school and print it. Whatever works for you!

You know where you want to go,
now go plan your journey!
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{Clear your clutter...
...find your HAPPY!

{

Organizing
Why written goals are so powerful.

{Bonus Resource!}

Research tells us that you are 42 percent more likely to achieve your goals if you write
them down. That’s powerful. You’re 80 percent more likely to reach them if write them down
and review them on a regular basis. Amazingly simple, right?

Obviously, writing out your goals is powerful. And here are a few reasons why:

Writing pushes you to clarify what you want. You can’t write it down if you can’t
articulate it, so the vary act of having to pen to paper (or keystrokes to screen) causes you
you get more specific.

Writing motivates you to take action. The written word make things more real. It’s no
longer just an idea in the ether - it’s something you’ve committed to, something you can see
and that creates a obligation to act.

Writing helps you deflect distractions. A written goal gives you focus. When you have
focus you can more easily filter out the trivial.

Writing gives a mile marker. A clearly written goal give you something to measure your
success against. You’ll know when you reached that goal and you’ll be able to celebrate by
crossing it off. And that, as we all know, is ever so satisfying!

Bottom line, if you want radically increase your chance of success - write down your goals
and review them regularly. It’s a kind of practical magic!

80% never think about goals!

16% think about goals, but never write them down

3%  write them down, but rarely look at them again

1% write them down and
review on a regular basis

This is the sweet spot - these people
reach their goals consistently. They

are the achievers!

These people drift through life,
reacting to what happens, but never

making things happen.



Reach Your Goals
BREAK IT DOWN! MAKE IT DOABLE!

My  BIG Goal:
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I want it because:

I know I can attain it because:
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If it is to

it is up to
ME!

BE,



QUESTIONS & FREE RESOURCES!

If you have questions, please feel free to pop over to Facebook and ask away! And if you’re
so inclined, I’d be thrilled if you’d take a moment and hit the ‘like’ button.

You can also join our private Facebook group for ideas, support, and special members only
goodies! You can find us here. Just click the join group button and I’ll let you in.

And if you haven’t already, you might want to sign up for the E.S.C.A.P.E. Clutter and Get
Organized E-Course. You’ll learn how to declutter, organize, and simplify your whole life in
six simple steps…..and it’s free!

If you’re so inclined, I’d love to connect (actually, I’d be thrilled!). I’m probably in some of the
same places you are….
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{Clear your clutter...
...find your HAPPY!

{

Organizing

https://www.pinterest.com/organizingmaven/
https://www.facebook.com/OrganizingMaven
https://www.youtube.com/user/OrganizingMaven
https://plus.google.com/+Organizingmaven/posts
https://twitter.com/organizingmaven
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kellyjaynemccann
https://facebook.com/organizingmaven
https://www.facebook.com/groups/clearyourclutterfindyourhappy/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/clearyourclutterfindyourhappy/
http://organizingmaven.com/free-organizing-tips/
http://organizingmaven.com/free-organizing-tips/
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